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Abstract

Due to the use of distortionary taxation, many believe that real-world

economies should attain a lower level of public expenditures than one might

suspect from the analysis of arti�cial models where lump-sum taxes are as-

sumed to be available. The paper examines this popular hypothesis by means

of the two-type self-selection model of income taxation. I provide su�cient

conditions for both a lower and a higher level of public expenditures in second

best than in �rst best. In particular, it is shown that the widely employed

assumptions of Christiansen (1981) lead to under-provision of the public good

in the income tax optimum.
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1 Introduction

In his well-known statement on the principles of public good provision, Pigou (1947,

pp. 33-4) argued that the total welfare cost of a public project does not only contain

the direct cost of production, but also the indirect burden imposed on the taxpay-

ers on grounds of distortionary taxation. Real-world economies should thus attain

a lower level of public expenditures than one might suspect from the analysis of

arti�cial models where lump-sum taxes are assumed to be available.

During the last �fty years, Pigou's argument has often been employed not only

in the theoretical but also in the political debate on the \appropriate" level of

public sector activities. The validity of his reasoning, however, is usually justi�ed

by means of Ramsey's tax model, where linear taxes and a representative consumer

are assumed. Although this framework is convenient for many issues of tax analysis,

it does not explain the government's inability to raise non-distortionary (i.e. lump-

sum) taxes. Considering this weakness, the task of providing a sound foundation for

Pigou's reasoning has only partially been realized.

This paper is concerned with the validity of Pigou's claim within the framework of

nonlinear income taxation where the unavailability of lump-sum taxes is explained

by the government's imperfect information with regard to the households' abilities.

The analysis builds on the �ndings of Boadway and Keen (1993) who employ the

self-selection approach to income tax analysis in order to characterize the potential

deviations between the public good provision rules in second best and �rst best.

Expanding the results of Boadway and Keen, I provide su�cient conditions for both

under- and over-provision of the public good in second best. These conditions are

applied to speci�c preference structures known from the literature. In particular, it

will be shown that the widely employed separability assumptions of Christiansen

(1981) imply under-provision of the public good in second best. Although over-

provision is shown to be possible, the results make clear that such an outcome is

not very likely to happen as long as the public good is strictly normal.

It is well understood by researchers that Pigou's reasoning - though intuitively

convincing - should be rigorously examined. The �rst result is due to Atkinson and

Stern (1974). They analyze an economy with linear taxes and a representative con-

sumer (i.e. the Ramsey tax model) and provide an example which is consistent with

Pigou's claim. This example has been generalized by Wilson (1991b), Chang (1998),

and Gaube (1999).1 These results follow Pigou's intuition in assuming that only dis-

1These results basically assume that all commodities are normal and that the elasticity of labor

supply is positive. If, however, a backward bending labor supply curve is assumed, counterexamples
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tortionary taxes are available and that distributional objectives do not a�ect the op-

timal level of public consumption. These premises, however, have been challenged by

Wilson (1991a) and Mirrlees (1994). They analyze an economy with heterogeneous

households and point out that the government's informational constraints allow for

the introduction of a poll tax in addition to linear consumption taxes. Within such

a setting, Wilson and Mirrless provide counterexamples to Pigou's claim. These ex-

amples are explained by the observation that the poll tax accomodates the public

sector with a non-distortionary source of marginal �nance and may hence lead to a

higher level of public expenditures in second best than in �rst best.

The analysis of Wilson and Mirrlees is induced by the point of view that the set of

feasible tax instruments has to be explained by the government's imperfect informa-

tion with respect to the households' abilities. This argument has originally been used

to motivate the analysis of nonlinear income taxation. So far, however, the literature

on public good provision with income taxation has been con�ned to the derivation

of second-best provision rules: Analyzing Mirrlees' (1971) model with a continuum

of households, Christiansen (1981) and Tuomala (1990) explore the conditions un-

der which Samuelson's rule also hold in the second-best optimum. Boadway and

Keen (1993) demonstrate that this analysis becomes far more intuitive by using the

two-type self-selection approach �rst introduced by Stiglitz (1982), Stern (1982), and

Nichols and Zeckhauser (1982).2 Boadway and Keen provide surprisingly simple and

clearcut explanations for the potential deviations between the public good decision

rules in second best and �rst best. However, they also point out that their investi-

gation is restricted to provision rules and does not in itself allow for a comparison

between the expenditure levels in �rst best and second best.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the model. The main results

and their relationship to the �ndings of Boadway and Keen (1993) are presented in

section 3. Section 4 concludes.

2 The model

The economy consists of two types of households i = 1; 2, a private production sec-

tor, and the government. The N1 households of type 1 di�er from the N2 households

of type 2 only with respect to ability, but not with respect to preferences or endow-

ments. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that each household is endowed with

can be constructed (see de Bartolom�e (1998) and Gaube (1999)).
2See also Edwards et al. (1994), Nava et al. (1996), and Blomquist and Christiansen (1998) for

investigations closely related to the approach of Boadway and Keen (1993).
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one unit of time. Preferences are represented by a strictly quasiconcave and twice

continuously di�erentiable utility function U(Xi; Li; G), where Xi; Li, and G denote

private consumption,3 labor supply, and the public good respectively.

The commoditiesX and G can be produced by means of a linear technology where

L1 and L2 serve as the only inputs of production. The quantities are normalized such

that the set of feasible production plans is described by the condition N1w1L1 +

N2w2L2 � N1X1 +N2X2 + cG. The marginal productivity w2 of the second type of

households is assumed to exceed that of the �rst type, i.e. w2 > w1. The parameter

c denotes the constant marginal cost of the public good measured in terms of the

e�ective labor input N1w1L1 +N2w2L2.

The pre-tax income levels of the households are denoted by Yi := wiLi. Income

taxation is represented by a possibly nonlinear tax function T (Yi). Normalizing the

price of the private consumption good to unity, the budget constraint of a household

of type i is thus given by Yi � T (Yi) = Xi. The government uses its tax revenues to

�nance the provision of the public good G. This implies the budget constraint

N1(Y1 �X1) +N2(Y2 �X2)� pG � 0; (1)

where p denotes the producer price of the public good.4 The government can ob-

serve the pre-tax incomes Yi, but not their components wi and Li. Due to the

revelation principle, these informational restrictions can be formalized by means of

the self-selection constraints of the two types of households. To do so, the utilities

U(Xi; Li; G) have to be expressed in terms of the observable variables Xi; Yi and G.

Using the de�nition V i(Xi; Yi; G) := U(Xi; Yi=wi; G), it is clear that the agents will

only reveal their types if the conditions

V 1(X1; Y1; G) � V 1(X2; Y2; G) and V 2(X2; Y2; G) � V 2(X1; Y1; G) (2)

are satis�ed. Hence, the government may restrict itself to consider only those values

of Xi; Yi; i = 1; 2 and G which meet the inequalities (1) and (2).

In accordance with most analyses of the literature, the following investigation

presumes that Seade's (1982) agent monotonicity (i.e. single crossing) condition is

satis�ed. This condition holds if the term �Li(UL=UX) increases with Li. Since this

3Following most work on income tax analysis, the present paper assumes a single private con-

sumption commodity. This assumption is made in order to rule out di�erential commodity taxation.

Note that it is not clear how the results presented below would extend if di�erential commodity

taxation were allowed (see section 4).
4Since technology is linear and the price of X is normalized to unity, p is constant and equal to

the marginal cost c.
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is true if private consumption is normal, agent monotonicity is a rather mild assump-

tion. The single crossing property implies that at most one of the two self-selection

constraints contained in (2) is binding in second best. One can thus distinguish be-

tween three possible regimes depending on whether the �rst, the second, or none of

the two constraints is binding in the optimum. As in most work on the subject, I will

con�ne the analysis to the second regime where only the self-selection constraint of

the low-ability type is slack in second best. This is the `normal' case discussed by

Stiglitz (1982) and reects the situation that the minimum utility level �U1 which

the government seeks to obtain for the less productive individuals implies redistribu-

tion from high- to low-ability households. Following Stiglitz (1982), the second-best

values of Xi; Yi, and G can thus be de�ned as follows:

(fXS
i ; Y

S
i g

2

i=1; G
S) := argmax

Xi;Yi;G
fV 2(X2; Y2; G) j V

1(X1; Y1; G)� �U1 � 0 (3)

V 2(X2; Y2; G)� V 2(X1; Y1; G) � 0

N1(Y1 �X1) +N2(Y2 �X2)� pG � 0g:

This allocation will be compared with the �rst-best optimum (fXF
i ; Y

F
i g

2

i=1; G
F )

which is based on the assumption that the planner has full information with respect

to the households' abilities:

(fXF
i ; Y

F
i g

2

i=1; G
F ) := argmax

Xi;Yi;G
fV 2(X2; Y2; G) j V

1(X1; Y1; G)� �U1 � 0 (4)

N1(Y1 �X1) +N2(Y2 �X2)� pG � 0g:

Note that the constraint V 1(X1; Y1; G)� �U1 � 0 is binding not only in the optimum

of (4), but also in any interior solution of the second-best problem (3) (see Fact 1

below). This means that (i) the low-ability households attain the same utility level in

both allocations and that (ii) the �rst-best allocation Pareto dominates the second-

best allocation. The results presented below, however, make use only of property (ii)

and do not require that (i) is satis�ed. 5

The properties of the allocation (fXS
i ; Y

S
i g

2

i=1; G
S) can be investigated by means of

the �rst-order conditions corresponding to (3). Let �, �, and  denote the Lagrange

5Note also that (3) follows Stiglitz (1982) and slightly di�ers from the de�nition used by Boad-

way and Keen (1993). They assume the government maximizes V 1(X1; Y1; G) with respect to the

budget constraint, the self-selection constraint V 2(X2; Y2; G)�V 2(X1; Y1; G) � 0, and the require-

ment V 2(X2; Y2; G) � �U2
� 0. Here, the restriction V 2(X2; Y2; G) � �U2

� 0 may also be binding

in second best, but not necessarily so (see Brito el al. (1990)). Hence, if this de�nition is used

the �rst-best allocation may not Pareto dominate the second-best allocation. Since the �ndings of

Boadway and Keen (1993) hold for (3) as well, the results of the present paper are not at variance

with any of their conclusions.
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multipliers associated with the three constraints contained in (3) and de�ne the

utility level of the high-ability type 2 when mimicking the low-ability type 1 by

V̂ 2 := V 2(X1; Y1; G). Using this notation, the �rst-order conditions associated with

(fXS
i ; Y

S
i g

2

i=1; G
S) can be written as

X1 : �V 1

X � �V̂ 2

X � N1 = 0 (5)

Y1 : �V 1

Y � �V̂ 2

Y + N1 = 0 (6)

X2 : (1 + �)V 2

X � N2 = 0 (7)

Y2 : (1 + �)V 2

Y + N2 = 0 (8)

G : �V 1

G + (1 + �)V 2

G � �V̂ 2

G � p = 0: (9)

These conditions are standard and lead to the following well-known results which

will be used for reference in the subsequent analysis.6

Fact 1: [Stiglitz (1982)]

(a) The marginal tax rate of the high-ability type is zero, i.e. �V 2

Y =V
2

X = 1.

(b) The marginal tax rate of the low-ability type is positive, i.e. �V 1

Y =V
1

X < 1.

(c) The constraint V 1(X1; Y1; G)� �U1 � 0 is binding.

The di�erence GS � GF reects the inuence of the government's informational

constraints on the level of public activity. Fact 1 shows that these constraints also

lead to distortionary taxation. Hence, according to Pigou's argument, the relation-

ship GF > GS should hold. In the following, I will explore whether this claim is

correct.

3 The levels issue

The e�ect of distortionary taxation on the optimal level of public expenditures

can be analyzed by means of the �rst-order conditions corresponding to the al-

locations (3) and (4). Assuming an interior solution, the �rst-best allocation has

to satisfy Samuelson's rule. Hence, the sum of the marginal rates of substitution

between the public good and each of the private goods is equal to the marginal

rate of transformation between these commodities. Following Boadway and Keen

6Note that equations (5) - (9) do not directly refer to marginal tax rates. However, since the

households maximize V i(Xi; Yi; G) with respect to the budget constraint Yi�T (Yi) = Xi, we have

�V i

Y
=V i

X
= 1� T 0.
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(1993), I denote the sum of the marginal rates of substitution between X and G

by
P
MRSFGX := N1(V

1

G=V
1

X) +N2(V
2

G=V
2

X), where the superscript F indicates that

all partial derivatives are evaluated at (fXF
i ; Y

F
i g

2

i=1; G
F ). Accordingly,

P
MRSFGY

is de�ned by
P
MRSFGY := N1(V

1

G=� V 1

Y ) +N2(V
2

G=� V 2

Y ). Using these de�nitions,

Samuelson's rule can be written as follows:X
MRSFGX = p and

X
MRSFGY = p: (10)

The aim of Boadway and Keen (1993) is to derive analogous conditions for the

second-best problem (3) and to compare them with (10). More speci�cally, they ex-

plore whether the social marginal bene�t
P
MRSGK ; K 2 fX; Y g of the public good

exceeds its marginal production cost p in second best. This investigation corresponds

to the common belief that the relationship
P
MRSGK > p indicates under-provision

of the public good in second best (i.e. GS < GF ) while
P
MRSGK < p indicates

over-provision (i.e. GS > GF ). However, Boadway and Keen point out that the

comparison between
P
MRSGK and p depend on the choice of the private commod-

ity K 2 fX; Y g. Their main �ndings can be summarized by means of the following

proposition where MRS1SGX and MRS1SGY denote the marginal rates of substitution

of the low-ability type 1, while dMRS
2S

GX and dMRS
2S

GY refer to the marginal rates of

substitution of the high-ability type 2 when mimicking the low-ability type 1.

Proposition 1: [Boadway and Keen (1993)]7

(a)
P

MRS
S
GX >;=; < p , dMRS

2S

GX >;=; < MRS
1S
GX.

(b)
P

MRS
S
GY >;=; < p , dMRS

2S

GY >;=; <MRS
1S
GY .

This striking result reveals that the potential deviations of the second-best decision

rule from Samuelson's rule do not depend on the distortive properties of the tax

system, but on how the marginal rates of substitution di�er between the low-ability

household and the mimicker. If a high-ability type mimicks a low-ability household

by choosing the same income level, both pay the same income tax, consume the

same amount of X, and di�er only with respect to their supply of labor. Hence, the

di�erences between the �rst-best and the second-best decision rules hinge only on

assumptions concerning the households' preferences. This becomes clear by

7Parts (a) and (b) of the proposition follow directly from the equations (9) and (12) of Boadway

and Keen (1993). Note that Proposition 1 also holds for heterogeneous preferences provided that

the single crossing property is satis�ed. Under the same quali�cation, Proposition 2, Lemma 1, and

Lemma 2 could also be generalized to heterogeneous preferences. In such a framework, however,

the single crossing property is not anymore implied by Seade's agent monotonicity condition.
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Corollary 1: [Boadway and Keen (1993)]8

(a) If @(MRSGX)=@L <;=; > 0 then dMRS
2S

GX >;=; < MRS
1S
GX.

(b) If @(�MRSGL=L)=@L <;=; > 0 then dMRS
2S

GY >;=; < MRS
1S
GY .

Corollary 1 shows that the preference restrictions necessary to ensure
P
MRSSGX �

p di�er from those which have to be satis�ed in order to derive
P
MRSSGY � p. Hence,

if for instance
P
MRSSGY > p >

P
MRSSGX occurs in second best, the conventional

intuition would suggest over-provision of G in the case of e�ective labor serving as

the num�eraire, and under-provision of G in the case of consumption serving as the

num�eraire.9 One may conclude from this observation that the �ndings contained in

Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 are not suited for a comparison between GS and GF .

Boadway and Keen point directly at this problem and note that the common notions

of over- and under-provision (which they also employ) are \merely shorthand for a

central characteristic of the second-best optimum" (pp. 470 - 1). In the following I

will discuss this issue and show that the levels problem can be solved as long as the

�rst-order conditions underlying the results of Proposition 1 lead to
P
MRSSGK � p

with respect to both private commoditiesK 2 fX; Y g. However, if preferences implyP
MRSSGK > p as well as

P
MRSSGK < p depending on whether X or Y is chosen

as the num�eraire, general results concerning the comparison between GS and GF do

not seem to be attainable.

Before discussing this issue, it should be noted that the parts (a) and (b) of

Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 are not independent of each other. This becomes

clear by

Fact 2:
P
MRS

S
GY >

P
MRS

S
GX.

This observation follows directly from earlier �ndings (Fact 1) according to which

the optimal marginal tax rate is zero for high-ability households and strictly pos-

itive for low-ability households.10 Fact 2 shows that the choice of using consump-

tion or e�ective labor as the num�eraire is not arbitrary, but has systematic conse-

8Part (a) restates Corollary 2 of Boadway and Keen (1993). Part (b) follows directly from their

equation (16).
9Within the framework of linear taxation, a similar observation has been made by Atkinson and

Stern (1974). Recently, this issue has been shown to play an important role for the characterization

of environmental taxes in a second-best framework (see Fullerton (1997)).
10Note, however, that Fact 2 contradicts Corollary 4 of Boadway and Keen (1993). This Corollary

states that both conditions
P

MRSSGY = p and
P

MRSSGX = p hold in second best, if preferences

can be represented by the utility function U(Xi; Li; G) = U(Li=�(Xi; G)). These preferences,

though, do not satisfy the agent monotonicity condition, which has been assumed to hold by

Boadway and Keen.
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quences with respect to eventual conclusion concerning the e�cient level of public

expenditures.11 The result also implies that the analysis of the second-best optimum

can be restricted to three possible occurences: First,
P
MRSSGY >

P
MRSSGX � p,

second p �
P
MRSSGY >

P
MRSSGX , and third

P
MRSSGY > p >

P
MRSSGX . In the

following, these three cases will be examined in detail.

3.1 Under-provision of the public good in second best

This subsection is devoted to the case
P
MRSSGY >

P
MRSSGX � p. According to

the conventional reasoning this case suggests under-provision of the public good

in second best, i.e. GS < GF . This reasoning can be motivated by a simple local

argument: Assume that an allocation satis�es
P
MRSGY >

P
MRSGX > p and

that the government is not restricted by the households' self-selection constraints.

A Pareto improvement is then possible by increasing G and decreasing (X1+X2) or

(Y1+Y2) by the same amount. This local argument, however, is not su�cient for the

proof of the global conjecture GF > GS. Still, the following result shows that the

local intuition is correct as long as the public good is neither inferior nor a Hicksian

complement for leisure.

Proposition 2: Assume that leisure and the public good are Hicksian substitutes

and that the public good is normal. Then
P
MRS

S
GX � p implies GS < GF

.

Before proving this proposition, I will �rst provide some idea why the condi-

tion
P
MRSSGX � p alone does not su�ce to derive the expected result. In or-

der to present the basic argument, it is helpful to decompose the path between

the solutions (fXS
i ; Y

S
i g

2

i=1; G
S) and (fXF

i ; Y
F
i g

2

i=1; G
F ) by means of the allocation

(fXZ
i ; Y

Z
i g

2

i=1; G
Z) which is characterized by the minimal amount of resources nec-

essary to achieve the utility levels U iS :

(fXZ
i ; Y

Z
i g

2

i=1; G
Z) := argmin

Xi;Yi;G
fN1(X1 � Y1) +N2(X2 � Y2) + pG j (11)

V i(Xi; Yi; G) � V i(XS
i ; Y

S
i ; G

S); i = 1; 2g:

As long as (fXZ
i ; Y

Z
i g

2

i=1; G
Z) is an interior allocation, it ful�lls the same �rst-order

conditions as the �rst-best allocation (fXF
i ; Y

F
i g

2

i=1; G
F ). This means that Samuel-

son's rule (10) is also satis�ed at (fXZ
i ; Y

Z
i g

2

i=1; G
Z). Therefore, the decomposition

of GF � GS into GF � GZ and GZ � GS is analogous to the Hicksian compensa-

tion method where GZ � GS can be interpreted as a pure substitution e�ect while

11See also Atkinson and Stern (1974) who make a similar point within the linear taxation

framework.
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GF �GZ represents a pure income e�ect. This decomposition reveals that the tran-

sition from second best to �rst best a�ects the optimal level of public activity in two

separate ways. First, it changes the marginal evaluation of public projects relative

to private commodities. This is the substitution e�ect described by GZ � GS. Sec-

ond, it leads to a higher overall welfare level which corresponds to the income e�ect

GF � GZ . Since the conventional intuition refers to a change in the marginal rates

of substitution, it would only suggest a positive substitution e�ect provided thatP
MRSSGX � p holds in second best. However, such a positive substitution e�ect

could be cancelled out by a negative income e�ect. The income e�ect is negative if

the public good is inferior.12 Hence, as long as the public good is not assumed to be

normal, the condition
P
MRSSGX � p cannot be su�cient for the claimGF�GS > 0.

The results of this paper are based on the assumption that the public good is not

inferior. In this case, the condition
P
MRSSGX � p does indeed imply GF > GS if

the substitution e�ect GZ�GS can be shown to be positive. At �rst sight, the proof

of this claim seems to be straightforward: Because of (10), we have
P
MRSSGX �P

MRSZGX and
P
MRSSGY >

P
MRSZGY . These conditions mean that the marginal

rates of substitution between the public good and the private commodities are higher

at (fXS
i ; Y

S
i g

2

i=1; G
S) than at (fXZ

i ; Y
Z
i g

2

i=1; G
Z). Since these marginal rates of sub-

stitution correspond to implicit \relative prices" between the public good and the

private commodities, the transition from (fXS
i ; Y

S
i g

2

i=1; G
S) to (fXZ

i ; Y
Z
i g

2

i=1; G
Z)

can be interpreted as the consequence of a decreasing price of the public good,

which (under the assumption of constant utility levels) increases the households'

demand for this commodity. However, the transition from (fXS
i ; Y

S
i g

2

i=1; G
S) to

(fXZ
i ; Y

Z
i g

2

i=1; G
Z) also a�ects the relative price between leisure and private con-

sumption. This is due to the fact that the marginal income tax of the low-ability

type is positive in second best while it is zero in (fXZ
i ; Y

Z
i g

2

i=1; G
Z). The increasing

net wage of low-ability households raises their (compensated) demand for the public

good only if leisure and the public good are Hicksian substitutes. Therefore, if these

two commodities are Hicksian complements, the total e�ect GZ �GS could become

negative.

Proof of Proposition 2: The proof is provided in the framework of a �ctitious

economy where the households pay personalized prices qiG; i = 1; 2 for the public good

12Note that the model assumes the public good to be provided for free by the government.

However, one could construct a �ctitious economy where each household has to pay a personalized

price for the provision of the public good G. Then, given the households' preferences, one could ask

whether their demand for the public good raises with income. I consider such a �ctitious economy

when refering to the normality or inferiority of G.
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and receive (possibly negative) lump-sum transfers I i; i = 1; 2 from the government.

Based on this �ctitious economy it is shown that the modi�cation of prices and

transfers necessary to achieve (fXZ
i ; Y

Z
i g

2

i=1; G
Z) instead of (fXS

i ; Y
S
i g

2

i=1; G
S) has

a positive (substitution) e�ect onG, i.e.GZ�GS > 0. In the second step the �ctitious

economy is used in order to show that the income e�ect GF � GZ is positive too.

This completes the proof.

(Step 1) Assume that a household of type i faces the prices qX for the private

consumption commodity, qiL for labor, and qiG for the public good. Receiving a

lump-sum transfer (or tax) I i 2 IR, the household maximizes

max
Xi;Li;G

U(Xi; Li; G) s.t. qXXi + qiGG� qiLLi � I i:

This program leads to the demand functions Xi(qX ; q
i
L; q

i
G; I

i), Gi(qX ; q
i
L; q

i
G; I

i),

and the supply function Li(qX ; q
i
L; q

i
G; I

i). Because of the relationship Li = Yi=wi,

we can de�ne the quantities LKi := Y K
i =wi; K = S; Z and reformulate the allocations

(fXK
i ; Y

K
i g

2

i=1; G
K) in terms of (fXK

i ; L
K
i g

2

i=1; G
K). The latter can be implemented

as an equilibrium of the �ctitious economy as long as the government chooses prices

and transfers (qKX ; q
iK
L ; qiKG ; I iK); K = S; Z; i = 1; 2; such that

qiKL
qKX

=
�U iK

L

U iK
X

;
qiKG
qKX

=
U iK
G

U iK
X

; I iK = qKXX
K
i + qiKG GK � qiKL LKi :

Since the marginal tax rate of the high- (low-) ability type is zero (positive) in second

best while both are zero with �rst-best taxation, we have

q1SL
qSX

< w1 =
q1ZL
qZX

;
q2SL
qSX

= w2 =
q2ZL
qZX

: (12)

From the de�nition of (fXZ
i ; Y

Z
i g

2

i=1; G
Z) we know furthermore that Samuelson's

rule has to be satis�ed here. Hence,

N1

q1ZG
qZX

+N2

q2ZG
qZX

= p; N1

q1ZG
q1ZL

w1 +N2

q2ZG
q2ZL

w2 = p: (13)

On the other hand, the assumption
P
MRSGX � p implies

N1

q1SG
qSX

+N2

q2SG
qSX

� p: (14)

Without loss of generality, we may choose qZX = qSX . Then equations (12) to (14)

imply q1ZL > q1SL , q2ZL = q2SL , and N1q
1Z
G +N2q

2Z
G � N1q

1S
G +N2q

2S
G . Therefore, starting

from (fXS
i ; L

S
i g

2

i=1; G
S), the allocation (fXZ

i ; L
Z
i g

2

i=1; G
Z) can be achieved by (i)

raising the price q1SL to q1ZL , (ii) reducing the sumN1q
1S
G +N2q

2S
G toN1q

1Z
G +N2q

2Z
G , and

(iii) replacing the transfers I iS with I iZ . Condition (ii) implies that at least one of the

10



two inequalities q1ZG � q1SG and q2ZG � q2SG must be satis�ed. Assume �rst q1ZG � q1SG :

Because of (i) and our assumption that leisure is a Hicksian substitute for G this

leads to a positive (substitution) e�ect on the demand of the low-ability household

for G, i.e. G1(q
1Z
L ; qZX ; q

1Z
G ; I1Z) > G1(q

1S
L ; qSX ; q

1S
G ; I1S). Since G1(q

1Z
L ; qZX ; q

1Z
G ; I1Z) =

G2(q
2Z
L ; qZX ; q

2Z
G ; I2Z), we thus have GZ > GS. If, on the other hand, q2ZG � q2SG holds

we get G2(q
2Z
L ; qZX ; q

2Z
G ; I2Z) > G2(q

2S
L ; qSX ; q

2S
G ; I2S) which also implies GZ > GS.

(Step 2) Using the de�nition LFi := Y F
i =wi, the �rst-best allocation

(fXF
i ; Y

F
i g

2

i=1; G
F ) can equivalently be described by (fXF

i ; L
F
i g

2

i=1; G
F ). Note that

the latter can also be implemented within the framework of the �ctitious economy

and de�ne the respective prices and transfers by qiFL ; qFX ; q
iF
G , and I iF ; i = 1; 2. Since

the allocation (fXF
i ; Y

F
i g

2

i=1; G
F ) is �rst-best, we know that (qiFL =qFX) = (qiZL =q

Z
X) =

wi; i = 1; 2 and N1(q
1F
G =qFX) +N2(q

2F
G =qFX) = N1(q

1Z
G =qZX) +N2(q

2Z
G =qZX) = p. With-

out loss of generality, we may choose qFX = qZX . This implies qFi = qZi ; i = 1; 2 and

N1q
1F
G + N2q

2F
G = N1q

1Z
G + N2q

2Z
G = p. Now de�ne �I i := (I iF � I iZ), �qiG :=

(qiFG � qiZG ), and letW i(qX ; q
i
L; q

i
G; I

i); i = 1; 2 denote the indirect utility functions of

household i. It is known from Fact 1 that the constraint V 1(X1; Y1; G)� �U1 � 0 is

binding in second best. This implies that the �rst-best allocation Pareto dominates

the second-best allocation. Since W iZ = W iS; i = 1; 2, we thus have W 1F � W 1Z

and W 2F � W 2Z . Consequently,

@W i

@I i
�I i +

@W i

@qiG
�qiG � 0 i = 1; 2:

Using the households' budget constraints, these conditions can be transformed to

�I i � Gi�q
i
G. The e�ect of �qiG and �I i on household i's demand of the public

good is denoted by �Gi := (@Gi=@I
i)�I i + (@Gi=@q

i
G)�q

i
G: Since the derivatives

(@Gi=@I
i); i = 1; 2, have been assumed to be positive, we get

�Gi =
@Gi

@I i
�I i +

@Gi

@qiG
�qiG �

@Gi

@I i
(Gi�q

i
G) +

@Gi

@qiG
�qiG = �qiG

@siG
@qiG

:

Here, siG denotes the Hicksian demand of household i with respect to the public

good. The partial derivatives (@siG=@q
i
G); i = 1; 2 are negative. Furthermore, at least

one of the �qiG has to be negative too (i.e. �qig � 0). Since �G1 = �G2, this implies

GF � GZ .

Remark 1 In Proposition 2 it is assumed that the public good is neither infe-

rior nor a Hicksian complement for leisure. While the non-inferiority assumption is

plausible and widely accepted, Hicksian substitutability seems to be somewhat more

restrictive. Note, however, that at least one of the two private commodities has to

be a Hicksian substitute for G if preferences are strictly monotone. Hence, if the
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public good is interpreted as a general public project and if public expenditures are

not systematically biased in favour of one of the private commodities, both leisure

and private consumption are Hicksian substitutes for G.13

Remark 2: Proposition 2 refers to the quantities GS and GF as de�ned in section

2. In this formulation, the utility level �U1 is identical in �rst best and second best.

Note, however, that the result is not restricted to this assumption: The proof of

Proposition 2 (second step) makes it clear that the argument is valid for all �rst-

best allocations which Pareto dominate the second-best allocation.

Proposition 2 complements part (a) of Proposition 1. Taken together, the two

�ndings provide su�cient conditions for under-provision of the public good in second

best. These su�ciency conditions are satis�ed for various types of preferences. As

an example, consider the following corollary which applies Propositions 1 and 2

to utility functions exhibiting the property of weak separability between labor and

bundles consisting of private and public consumption.

Corollary 2: Assume U(Xi; Li; G) = U(H(Xi; G); Li). If the public good is normal,

then GS < GF
.

Proof: The ratio UG=UX is independent of L. Using Proposition 1, this implies

that the condition
P
MRSGX = p holds in second best. Since preferences have been

assumed to be strictly monotone, the bundle (X;G) is a Hicksian substitute for

leisure (1 � L). It then follows from the separability between (X;G) and L that

leisure (1 � L) and G are Hicksian substitutes as long as G is normal (see Deaton

and Muellbauer (1980), p. 129). Hence, the assumptions made in Proposition 2 are

satis�ed. This implies GF > GS.

Preferences of the type described in Corollary 2 have been analyzed extensively in

the literature: If the households' utility functions are of the type U(H(Xi; G); Li),

the rule
P
MRSSGX = p holds in second best. This result has �rst been derived by

Christiansen (1981) for an economy with a continuum of households. Boadway and

Keen (1993) restate this property for the two-type economy analyzed in this paper.

According to Christiansen (1981) and Kaplow (1996), this relationship indicates that

redistributive objectives should a�ect taxes but not the design of public projects.

This interpretation is motivated by the observation that the private consumption

commodity serves as the num�eraire in models of optimal income taxation. This

implies that the marginal utility V i
X is equal to the marginal utility of income V i

I .

Hence, the result
P
MRSSGX = p can be interpreted in the sense that the sum of the

13See Starrett (1988), p.173 for this line of argument.
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marginal rates of substitution between the public good and \money" is equal to the

marginal production cost of the public good in second best. Corollary 2, however,

makes clear that this partial analogy of \rules" does not imply identical levels of

public expenditures in �rst best and second best.14

The results presented so far provide su�cient conditions for underprovision of the

public good in second best. The intuition behind these �ndings, however, di�ers

from the conventional argument which refers to the indirect welfare cost of dis-

tortionary taxation in order to motivate a lower level of public good provision in

second best than in �rst best. This reasoning emerged from the analysis of linear

tax systems which are distortionary by assumption. In the framework analyzed in

this paper, however, distortionary taxation is due to the government's imperfect in-

formation with respect to the households' abilities. Hence, in contrast to linear tax

models, the question is not how distortionary taxes a�ect the provision of public

goods, but how public goods a�ect those informational constraints which induce

the government to employ distortionary taxation. This becomes clear by recall-

ing Corollary 1, Proposition 1, and Fact 2: If preferences satisfy the assumption

@(MRSGX)=@L < 0, we have dMRS
2S

GX > MRS1SGX and dMRS
2S

GY > MRS1SGY which

in turn implies
P
MRSSGY >

P
MRSSGX > p. The �rst two of these inequalities

mean that high-ability households - in case they try to hide their type - have higher

marginal rates of substitution between the public good and the private commodities

than less productive individuals. Consequently, any reform of public policy where

the public good is reduced and private consumption of low-ability households is

increased such that their utility remains constant, leaves the mimickers worse o�.

This means that a reduction of public consumption weakens the self-selection con-

straint of the high-ability households and reduces their incentive to hide their types.

Since this e�ect is absent with full information, the condition @(MRSGX)=@L < 0

generally implies a lower level of public consumption in second best than in �rst

best.

3.2 The possibility of over-provision

The assumption @(MRSGX)=@L < 0 means that the households are less interested

in the provision of the public good if their labor supply increases. Whether this is

true, however, is an empirical question and does not depend on distortions imposed

14Note that the separability assumption made in Corollary 2 implies another remarkable feature

of second-best taxation: Optimal commodity taxes are zero if the single commodity Xi is extended

to a bundle of private commodities (see Atkinson and Stiglitz (1976)). Hence, Corollary 2 is not

restricted to the assumption of a composite private consumption commodity.
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by income taxation. Hence, if the opposite is true, i.e. if the households' interest

in the public good increases with labor supply, the second-best level of G may be

higher than the �rst-best level even though the second-best tax system imposes

a higher welfare burden on the taxpayers than lump-sum taxes. This can be seen

by analyzing the case @(�MRSGL=L)=@L > 0 which - according to Corollary 1,

Proposition 1, and Fact 2 - implies dMRS
2S

GX < MRS1SGX ,
dMRS

2S

GY < MRS1SGY , and

p >
P
MRSSGY >

P
MRSSGX . In this situation, the social marginal bene�t of the

public good is below its marginal production cost irrespective of whether these val-

ues are measured in terms of e�ective labor or private consumption. Therefore,

based on the intuition given above, one might expect a negative substitution ef-

fect, i.e. GZ < GS in this case. The following lemma shows that this is indeed true

as long as private consumption and the public good are Hicksian substitutes. The

latter assumption is motivated by an argument similar to the one underlying Propo-

sition 2: The transition from (fXS
i ; Y

S
i g

2

i=1; G
S) to (fXZ

i ; Y
Z
i g

2

i=1; G
Z) does not only

require that the (implicit) price of the public good increases with respect to both

private commodities, but also that the relative price between private consumption

and leisure decreases. Hence, the substitution e�ect could become positive if private

consumption and the public good are Hicksian complements.

Lemma 1: Assume that private consumption and the public good are Hicksian sub-

stitutes. Then
P
MRS

S
GY � p implies GS > GZ

.

Proof: Consider the �ctitious economy introduced in the proof of Proposition 2.

Because of the assumption
P
MRSGY � p we now have

N1

q1SG
q1SL

w1 +N2

q2SG
q2SL

w2 � p: (15)

Without loss of generality, we may choose q1ZL = q1SL . Then equations (12), (13) and

(15) imply qZX < qSX , q
2Z
L < q2SL , and

N1w1(q
1Z
G � q1SG ) +N2w2

 
q2ZG

q1ZL
q2ZL

� q2SG
q1SL
q2SL

!
� 0: (16)

Hence, at least one of the two terms parenthesized in (16) has to be positive. Assume

�rst q1ZG � q1SG � 0: Since private consumption has been assumed to be a Hicksian

substitute for G, we have G1(q1ZL ; qZX ; q
1Z
G ) < G1(q1SL ; qSX ; q

1S
G ). Hence, GZ < GS.

If the second term of (16) is positive instead, we get (q2ZG =q2ZL ) > (q2SG =q2SL ), and

(q2ZG =qZX) > (q2SG =qSX), while the relative price q2L=qX remains constant. Therefore,

G2(q2ZL ; qZX ; q
2Z
G ) < G2(q2SL ; qSX ; q

2S
G ) which again implies GZ < GS.

Taken together, Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 provide su�cient conditions for a

negative substitution e�ect GZ � GS. However, this negative substitution e�ect

14



could be cancelled out by a positive income e�ect provided that the public good

is strictly normal. Therefore, a general result for the case
P
MRSSGY � p can only

be achieved if the public good is assumed to be neutral or inferior. Although this

does not seem to be a very plausible assumption, it should be noted that Wilson's

(1991a) counterexample to Pigou's claim also relies on it. In order to make sure

that such a counterexample can be constructed within the present framework as

well, consider the case where the households' preferences imply the \Y-Samuelson

Rule", i.e. the condition
P
MRSSGY = p to be satis�ed in second best. These pref-

erences have been analyzed by Tuomala (1990) for the model with a continuum of

households and by Boadway and Keen (1993) for the two type economy. Boadway

and Keen (1993) show that the Y-Samuelson Rule holds in second best if (and only

if) the households' preferences can be represented by a utility function of the type

U(X;L;G) = U(X;L=�(X;G)). The following corollary demonstrates that these

preferences may lead to over-provision of the public good in the second-best opti-

mum.

Corollary 3: Assume U(Xi; Li; G) = Xi + [a=(a + 1)](G=Li)
1�1=a

, where 0 < a <

1=2. Then GS > GF
.

Proof: The following properties of the example can be easily derived: (i) The

agent monotonicity condition is satis�ed. (ii) �MRSGL = L=G. (iii) MRSGX =

(1=G)(G=L)1�1=a. (iv) The commodity X is normal, while G and leisure are neutral

for any X > 0. (v) The commodities X and G are Hicksian substitutes.

The properties (ii) and (iii) imply @(�MRSGL=L)=@L = 0 and

@(MRSGX=L)=@L < 0. Using Proposition 1, this implies p =
P
MRSGY >P

MRSGX . Hence, all assumptions made in Lemma 1 are satis�ed. We thus have

GS > GZ .

Using the observation that the public goodG is neutral (property (iv)), the second

step of the proof of Proposition 2 can easily be modi�ed in order to derive GZ = GF .

Hence, the relationship GS > GZ implies GS > GF .

So far, preferences which imply the X-Samuelson Rule or the Y-Samuelson Rule

served as the most important benchmarks of the literature. Corollaries 1 and 3 re-

veal that these two benchmarks may lead to opposite results with respect to the

comparison between the level of public expenditures in �rst best and second best.

In both cases, however, the levels GS and GF do not coincide. Consequently, inter-

pretations which refer to the irrelevance of distributional objectives for the design of

public projects should be treated carefully with respect to the choice of the private

reference commodity.
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3.3 Indeterminacy of the substitution e�ect

Consider now the last of the three possible occurences, i.e.
P
MRSSGY > p >P

MRSSGX . According to the intuition presented above the substitution e�ect

GZ �GS is ambiguous in this situation. This ambiguity holds at least for the most

plausible case where both private consumption and leisure are Hicksian substitutes

for G: In transition from (fXS
i ; Y

S
i g

2

i=1; G
S) to (fXZ

i ; Y
Z
i g

2

i=1; G
Z), the two (implicit)

relative prices between G and the private commodities move in opposite directions.

Hence, we have two countervailing e�ects on the quantity of the public good whose

magnitude cannot generally be compared with each other. The net result with regard

to the di�erence GS�GZ depends on the relative degree of substitutability between

G and the two private commodities. This can be shown by considering two possible

benchmarks where one of the private commodities is a Hicksian independent for the

public good.

Lemma 2: Assume
P
MRS

S
GX < p <

P
MRS

S
GY . (a) If leisure and the public good

are Hicksian independents, then GS > GZ
. (b) If private consumption and the public

good are Hicksian independents, then GS < GZ
.

Proof: Consider again the �ctitious economy introduced in the proof of Proposition

2: Because of
P
MRSGX < p <

P
MRSGY we have

(i) N1

q1SG
qSX

+N2

q2SG
qSX

< p and (ii) N1

q1SG
q1SL

w1 +N2

q2SG
q2SL

w2 > p: (17)

(a) Without loss of generality, we may choose qZX = qSX . Then equations (12),

(13) and (17(i)) imply q1ZL > q1SL , q2ZL = q2SL , and N1q
1Z
G +N2q

2Z
G > N1q

1S
G + N2q

2S
G .

Therefore, starting from the allocation (XS; LS; GS) with the prices qS and the

income IS the allocation (XZ; LZ ; GZ) can be achieved by (i) raising the price q1SL

to q1ZL , (ii) raising the sum N1q
1S
G +N2q

2S
G to N1q

1Z
G +N2q

2Z
G , and (iii) replacing I iS

with I iZ. As long as leisure and G are Hicksian independents this leads to a negative

(substitution) e�ect on G. Therefore, GZ < GS.

(b) In contrast to part (a), we may now choose q1ZL = q1SL . Then equations (12),

(13) and (17(ii)) imply qZX < qSX , q
2Z
L < q2SL , and

N1w1(q
1Z
G � q1SG ) +N2w2

 
q2ZG

qZ
1

qZ2
� q2SG

qS
1

qS2

!
< 0: (18)

Assume �rst q1ZG �q1SG < 0: Since private consumption and the public good have been

assumed to be Hicksian independents, we have G1(q1ZL ; qZX ; q
1Z
G ) > G1(q1SL ; qSX ; q

1S
G ).

Hence, GZ > GS. If instead the second term of (18) is negative, we get (q2ZG =q2ZL ) <
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(q2SG =q2SL ) and (q2ZG =qZX) < (q2SG =qSX) while the relative price q
2

L=qX remains constant.

Therefore, G2(q2ZL ; qZX ; q
2Z
G ) > G2(q2SL ; qSX ; q

2S
G ) which again implies GZ > GS.

Lemma 2 shows that the sign of the substitution e�ect GS � GZ depends

on whether G is more substitutive with respect to leisure or private consump-

tion. Unfortunately, the techniques used in the proofs of this paper do not al-

low for more speci�c results. Note that this limitation also applies to the anal-

ysis of Wilson's (1991a) counterexample which has been discussed by Boadway

and Keen (1993). In this example, preferences are represented by a utility function

U(Xi; Li; G) = A(Xi; Li) + B(G), where A(Xi; Li) is homogeneous of degree one in

private consumption and leisure, and B(G) is strictly concave. Wilson (1991a) has

shown for this structure that the second-best level of public good provision exceeds

the �rst-best level in a model with linear consumption taxes and a poll tax. Since

A(Xi; Li) is homogeneous of degree one, it is also concave and implies a negative

cross derivative AXL < 0. It is easy to see that these features lead to the second-best

situation
P
MRSSGY > p >

P
MRSSGX . Furthermore, the normality of X and leisure

implies Hicksian substitutability of G with each of the private commodities, and

strict concavity of the function B(G) means that the public good is neutral. Hence,

the substitution e�ect is ambiguous and the income e�ect is zero. Therefore, the

results derived above leave open the question of whether Wilson's counterexample

also applies to the case of nonlinear income taxation.15

4 Concluding remarks

In contrast to previous analyses where linear tax systems have been assumed, this

paper examines the e�cient level of public expenditures with explicit reference to

those informational restrictions which prevent the government from employing lump-

sum taxation. The results of this paper show that the conventional argument, ac-

cording to which distortionary taxation implies a lower level of public expenditures

than lump-sum taxation, is awed if the government's informational constraints are

taken seriously: First, it has been shown that the comparison between the �rst-best

and the second-best level of public expenditures does not primarily depend on the

distortions imposed by the tax system, but on how public expenditures a�ect the

self-selection constraint of the high-ability households. Second, the analysis revealed

that tax distortions do not only imply a change of the marginal rates of substitution,

15Note, however, that the neutrality of the public good is essential for Wilson's result. Hence,

the example cannot be extended to more general utility functions which imply strict normality of

all commodities.
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but also of the utility levels attained in the optimum. Since the second-best utility

levels are below the �rst-best levels, the distortionary tax system also induces in-

come e�ects which may be far more important for the extent of public expenditures

than the distortionary e�ects which are usually emphasized in the literature.

The results of this paper have been derived in the simplest model of income tax-

ation with only two types of households and a composite consumption commodity.

This framework most clearly reveals how the intuition developed from linear tax

analysis might change if the agents' self-selection constraints become binding in the

optimum. Note, however, that the basic results of this paper will not be a�ected if

the model is extended to more than just two types of households. In this case, at least

some of the self-selection constraints will bind in the optimum. Hence, Proposition

1 and Corollary 1 still apply.16 Going through the proofs of Proposition 2, Lemma

1, and Lemma 2, it becomes clear that these results will also survive provided that

the �rst-best optimum Pareto dominates the second-best optimum. Consequently,

the basic intuition developed so far does not change by increasing the number of

ability-types. However, it is not clear whether this conclusion also holds if the model

is extended to more than a single private consumption commodity. This assumption

implicitly neglects the possibility of di�erential commodity taxation. If the latter

is allowed for, none of the basic results of income tax analysis (see e.g. Fact 1) re-

main valid. Furthermore, Seade's agent monotonicity condition no longer implies

the single crossing property which is important for the results presented above.17

Hence, as is the case with most work on income tax analysis, the issue of di�erential

commodity taxation is left open here for further investigation.

16For a discussion of this issue, see Boadway and Keen (1993), p. 476.
17For a discussion of these issues see Edwards et al. (1994) and Nava et al. (1996).
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